Vitamix A3500I
Ascent
Blender Copper
Combining sleek design with power and precision,
Vitamix introduces the first high-performance blenders
with wireless connectivity to deliver the ultimate
convenience and versatility now and for years to come
backed by a 10 year warranty. With a family of
containers available you can create a customized
personal blending system designed to fit your life from
smaller blending of 225ml blending bowl, 600mlblending
cup to a 2.0 litre blending container for larger blends.
Manufactured in Cleveland, OHIO USA with Bluetooth
connectivity and new SELF-DETECT technology, your
blender is ready to connect and evolve, while interlock
technology prevents the machine from operating if the
lid or container is not secure. All Vitamix Ascent Series
blending Containers are not only easy to use they are
made of BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ copolyester and
are self-cleaning and dishwasher safe. Vitamix HighPerformance blenders are a universal tool replacing
multiple kitchen appliances performing every day
culinary techniques of Blend, Heat, Puree, Crushing Ice,
Chopping, Grinding, Whipping, Whole Food Juicing,
Mixing and Churning. The Vitamix High-Performance
blenders are a must in every kitchen. Using a Vitamix
High-Performance Blender the difference is in the blend
every time creating faster, perfectly smooth nutritious
smoothies, juices, hot soups, flours & dough, nut butter,
frozen desserts, batters, dressings & sauces, non-dairy
milk, and more. Key Features Performs 10+ culinary
techniques 10 variable speeds and pulse function allow
you to manually refine every texture with culinary
precision, from the smoothest purees to coarse chops
for chunky salsas or thick vegetable soups. Self-detect

technology recognises the container size and
automatically adjusts the blending time. Interlock
technology prevents the machine from operating if the
lid is not secure. Digital timer removes the guesswork
with recipes you process manually. 2.0 litre BPA-FREE
Eastman Tritan™ copolyester blending container and
insulated to maintain cold temperatures. Laser-cut,
hardened stainless steel blades. Self-cleaning with the
drop of dish soap, blend at the highest speed and your
container will self-clean in 60 seconds. 10 year full
warranty. Family of container sizes available offering
smaller personal blending solutions. The range of
containers will build a customised blending system
designed to fit your needs.
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